Strain-dictated epitaxial orientation in MnAs layers on the A and B surfaces of GaAs͑113͒ is investigated by comparing the growths using solid-phase epitaxy and molecular-beam epitaxy. Drastically different crystalline orientation and surface morphology are found for the layer on GaAs͑113͒A grown by means of solid-phase epitaxy while smooth ͑1100͒-or ͑1101͒-oriented layers are otherwise obtained. We show that ͑2131͒ orientation is realized in the unconventional layer due to the minimization of the strain energy. The layer consists of structural domains associated with in-plane inclinations of the c axis of MnAs by about Ϯ42°from the ͓332͔ direction of the substrate, giving rise to a polycrystalline surface morphology. The combination of coexisting crystal orientations is found to lack some reflection symmetries as a consequence of an asymmetry in the bonding energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ferromagnetic material MnAs is prospective for spintronics applications 1 as it can be integrated into GaAs-based devices through epitaxy. 2, 3 Injection of spin-polarized currents from a MnAs layer to a GaAs-͑In,Ga͒As quantum well 4, 5 and accumulation of spin polarization at a MnAsGaAs interface 6 have been demonstrated. In addition, the gigantic magnetocaloric effect in MnAs and the related compounds is attractive in application for a refrigeration method. 7 The magnetic hard axis of MnAs is aligned along the c axis and so the magnetic properties of MnAs layers can be tuned by controlling the c-axis orientation. 8, 9 Moreover, the a-axis lattice constant changes discontinuously by a few percent at Curie temperature T C ͑Ϸ40°C͒, giving rise to a drastic change in the stress at the heterointerface. Hence, the electrical properties of MnAs layers can also be modified through the c-axis orientation by utilizing electroelastic effects. 10 The growth of MnAs layers on GaAs is an example of the heteroepitaxy of highly dissimilar materials, where a hexagonal crystal is grown on a cubic crystal. ͓We illustrate the hexagonal crystal structure of MnAs in Fig. 1͑a͒ .͔ The epitaxial orientation of overlayers in such a situation is determined by the principle of minimizing the mismatches between the participating lattices. The degree of the uncompensated mismatches is consequently reflected in the crystal quality. As the orientation relationship in a ͑conven-tional͒ growth is established when the layer thickness is minimal, avoiding dangling bonds is generally more important than coinciding the lattice periods. For this reason, the layer favors to adjust the in-plane crystal symmetry to that of the substrate.
Recently, MnAs layers grown on GaAs͑111͒B by means of solid-phase epitaxy ͑SPE͒ have been found to possess an in-plane crystal symmetry which differs from that of the substrate. 11 If the growth is performed by molecular-beam epitaxy ͑MBE͒, the layers are ͑0001͒ oriented, where the sixfold symmetry of the layer fits well to the threefold symmetry of the substrate. In contrast, SPE gives rise to a symmetry-mismatched ͑1100͒ or ͑1101͒ orientation. The MnAs layers, as a consequence, comprise of six kinds of structural domains ͑including the possible reversal of the polarization͒ that result from the freedom in the c-axis align- ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Hexagonal crystal structure of MnAs. The lattice parameters in the a-and c-axis directions are a and c, respectively. The ͑2131͒ plane is indicated in the bottom panel. ͑b͒ ͑1100͒, ͑2130͒, and ͑1120͒ planes of MnAs, which is viewed here in the ͓0001͔ direction. The dotted line indicates the direction normal to the ͑2130͒ plane. ͑c͒ Ball-and-stick model of the interface between MnAs͑2131͒ and GaAs͑113͒. The large circles show the Mn atoms on the MnAs͑2131͒ surface. The unit cell of the ͑2131͒ plane having sizes of ͱ 7a ϫ ͓͑14c͒ 2 +21a
2 ͔ 1/2 is shown by the dotted lines. The mesh of primitive cells of the GaAs͑113͒ surface is shown by the solid lines. The primitive cell is shown using the ball-and-stick model at the bottom. The lattice mismatch is minimized in the GaAs͓332͔ direction when the in-plane inclination of the c axis is 42.7°. ment MnAs͓0001͔ ʈ GaAs͗112͘. The unusual epitaxial orientation is achieved in SPE by delaying the establishment of the orientation relationship until the layer thickness exceeds the critical value for coherent growth. 11 The elastic energy arising from the difference in the lattice periods is thus made to be dominant rather than the energy associated with dangling bonds. 12 In this paper, we examine another case in which MBE and SPE lead to different epitaxial orientations. The MnAs layers grown on GaAs͑113͒A by means of SPE are ͑2131͒ oriented. In addition, the c axis is tilted away from the high-symmetry directions of the substrate in the surface plane. The surface morphology that this high-index, low-symmetry plane produces is found to be rough. Smooth ͑1100͒-or ͑1101͒-oriented layers are obtained, in contrast, when the growth is carried out by MBE or on the B surface. We show that the mirror-reflection symmetries between coexisting crystal orientations in the ͑2131͒-oriented layers are partly broken. These features can be understood in terms of the strain and bonding energies.
II. CRYSTAL GROWTH
A solid-source MBE chamber was employed to prepare MnAs layers on the Ga-and As-terminated surfaces of GaAs͑113͒, which we refer to as the A and B surfaces, respectively. The GaAs buffer layer was grown at a substrate temperature of T s = 600°C, where the reflection high-energy electron diffraction ͑RHEED͒ revealed a ͑2 ϫ 8͒ reconstruction. The As 4 / Ga beam-equivalent pressure ͑BEP͒ ratio was 18. In the MBE growth, MnAs layers were grown at T s = 250°C. The As 4 / Mn BEP ratio and the growth rate were 100 and 20 nm/h, respectively.
In a typical procedure of SPE, 11 a thin amorphous MnAs layer is deposited at a low substrate temperature. The amorphous layer is then crystallized by increasing T s to a conventional growth temperature while the shutter of the arsenic effusion cell is closed. The arsenic-free surface is necessary for SPE to enhance the surface diffusion. 11 On a template provided in this manner, MnAs layers are further grown by MBE. We have adopted this growth recipe also in the present study. The BEP ratio was 100 for both the deposition of a 2-nm-thick layer at T s = 200°C and the growth at T s = 250°C. The ͑2 ϫ 8͒ reconstruction of the GaAs surface prevailed even when T s was lowered to 200°C. We point out that RHEED exhibited a deviation from the ͑aforemen-tioned͒ standard sequence of events for the case of the GaAs͑113͒A substrate, to which we will return later.
III. EPITAXIAL ORIENTATION
In Fig. 2 , we show scanning-electron micrographs of the surface of the MnAs layers having thicknesses of about 50 nm. Here, the growth was carried out on the A and B surfaces simultaneously for each growth method. On GaAs͑113͒A, MBE produces a smooth layer, as shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The stripe pattern originates from alternating regions of the ␣ and ␤ phases of MnAs. 3 The c axis of MnAs is thus deduced to be aligned in the ͓332͔ direction of the substrate, which is set to be in the vertical direction in Fig. 2 . In contrast, the surface of the layer grown by SPE on GaAs͑113͒A is grainy, as shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ . These highly contrasting surface morphologies represent the central finding of this paper. With respect to the growth on the B surface, the GaAs buffer layer was not prepared with optimal conditions. This was inevitable as we have given priority to growing MnAs layers on the A and B surfaces under identical conditions. As a consequence, depressions emerged during the growth of the buffer layer, as shown in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑d͒. 13, 14 As far as the MnAs growth is concerned, however, the layers on GaAs͑113͒B are seen to be smooth in both MBE and SPE.
The x-ray diffraction ͑XRD͒ curves obtained from the MnAs layers are compared in Fig. 3 . The measurements were carried out using the Cu K␣ 1 radiation ͑wavelength 1.54 Å͒. The layer shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ is found to be of the ͑1100͒ orientation, curve a. As shown by curves b and d, the MnAs layers on GaAs͑113͒B are ͑1101͒ oriented. Contrary to these ordinary orientations, we find a peculiar ͑2131͒ orientation for the layers grown on GaAs͑113͒A by means of SPE, curve c. ͓Figure 1͑b͒ shows the ͑213l͒ plane. The ͑2131͒ plane is illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 1͑a͒ .͔ The SPE growth of MnAs layers on GaAs͑113͒A, therefore, progresses in an unusual manner in terms of both the surface morphology and the epitaxial orientation.
One may ascribe the grainy surface in Fig. 2͑c͒ to incomplete crystallization of the amorphous layer resulting from, for instance, small diffusion of the species. Based on this possibility, it was speculated in Ref. 12 that the layer consisted of microcrystallites. However, the evolution of the RHEED pattern during the preparation of the MnAs layer,
Scanning-electron micrographs of MnAs layers on GaAs͑113͒. The layers were grown by means of MBE for ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ and by SPE for ͑c͒ and ͑d͒. The substrate is orientated to be the A surface ͑Ga-terminated surface͒ for ͑a͒ and ͑c͒ and the B surface ͑As-terminated surface͒ for ͑b͒ and ͑d͒. The thicknesses of the layers are about 50 nm. The ͓332͔ and ͓110͔ directions of the substrates are aligned in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. The scale bars indicate the length of 1 m.
which we recorded in a separate growth run, appears to rule out such an explanation. For the SPE procedure on GaAs͑113͒A, the RHEED pattern from the GaAs buffer layer vanished at the early stage of the MnAs deposition at T s = 200°C. This indicates complete coverage of the surface of the substrate by the amorphous layer. However, a RHEED pattern that originated from the hexagonal MnAs structure was already faintly visible at the end of the deposition of the nominally 2-nm-thick layer ͑not shown͒, suggesting a large diffusion on the GaAs͑113͒A surface.
In Fig. 4 , we show the RHEED pattern after the MBE growth of a 150-nm-thick MnAs layer. ͓The surface morphology of this layer was similar to that shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ .͔ Apart from an increase in the intensity, the RHEED pattern did not change essentially during the solid-phase crystallization procedure and growth of the 150-nm-thick layer. The RHEED spots in Fig. 4 are strong. Moreover, their pattern can be nearly entirely associated with a single crystalline alignment in the MnAs layer. ͓Two features that are attributed to additional crystal orientations and/or alignments are marked by arrows in Fig. 4 . The XRD curve of this layer ͑not shown͒ revealed a tiny ͑0004͒-reflection peak, which is plausibly responsible for these extra RHEED spots.͔ These characteristics are unlikely to be attributable to microcrystallites.
The polycrystallike roughness of the surface, in fact, originates from structural domains. In Fig. 5 , we show the scan of the ͑2131͒ and ͑2133͒ reflections of MnAs in a skew geometry. The c axis in two different domains is found to be inclined by about Ϯ42°with respect to the GaAs͓332͔ direction in the surface plane. We emphasize that no counterparts at the 180°-rotated positions of the peaks were detected for each reflection. ͓The 180°shift of the peaks between the two curves is expected for the ͑2131͒ and ͑2133͒ reflections.͔ It is noteworthy that the ͑1100͒-and ͑1101͒-oriented MnAs layers on GaAs͑111͒B prepared by SPE also develop a grainy surface morphology due to the coexistence of structural domains arising from the freedom in the c-axis alignment.
11 While this domain structure gives rise to a threefold-symmetric anisotropy in the morphology, 10 no symmetry is noticed for the surface feature shown in Fig.  2͑c͒ . The latter is presumably due to the absence of rotation symmetry among the coexisting crystal orientations revealed by the scans.
The unusual crystal orientation is intriguing not only as an unexpected epitaxial orientation but also from the viewpoint of the material properties. That is, the coexistence of the different in-plane crystal orientations effectively lowers the phase-transition stress at T C . 10 As a consequence, the temperature interval for the coexistence of the ␣ and ␤ phases is reduced, as reported in Ref. 10 . Spin injection at the interface between a ferromagnetic metal and a semiconductor is also influenced by the epitaxial orientation of the ferromagnetic crystal. 15 The dependence arises through the anisotropic shape of the spin bands at the Fermi level in metals ͑spin-filter effect͒ ͑Ref. 16͒ and/or the strain-induced band modification. 
IV. (2131)-ORIENTED LAYER

A. Lattice mismatch
As expected for SPE-grown layers, the ͑2131͒ orientation with the in-plane inclination turns out favorable in terms of the strain energy. We illustrate the fit of atomic configurations between the MnAs͑2131͒ and GaAs͑113͒ planes in Fig.  1͑c͒ . Here, the circles indicate the Mn atoms and the lines represent the array of primitive cells of the GaAs͑113͒ surface. The two lattices are seen to nearly coincide in the GaAs͓332͔ direction when the c axis of MnAs is inclined by 42.7°. ͑The mismatch in this case is 0.16%.͒ In the orthogonal direction, i.e., along the GaAs͓110͔ direction, the lattice mismatch is moderate ͑6.6%͒. Note that the atomic rows and columns on the ͑2131͒ surface that we used to estimate the mismatches are not orthogonal to each other. This nonorthogonality may lead to a deviation of the inclination angle from 42.7°if the strain energy can be further reduced.
For the ͑1100͒-and ͑1101͒-oriented layers that are realized in the rest of the growth cases, the c axis is aligned along the GaAs͓332͔ direction. 3 The participating lattices match almost perfectly in this direction for the ͑1101͒ orientation with a mismatch of 0.2%. The corresponding mismatch is 15% for the ͑1100͒ orientation. The common mismatch in the GaAs͓110͔ direction is 8%. The strain energy in the ͑2131͒-oriented layer is, therefore, smaller than, or, at least, comparable to, that in the ͑1100͒-and ͑1101͒-oriented layers. 17 Nevertheless, for the growths by MBE and on the B surface, the energetic gain in the bonding energy appears to make the ͑1100͒ and ͑1101͒ orientations advantageous.
As one finds in Fig. 1͑c͒ , the MnAs͑2131͒ plane is not symmetric under mirror reversals. Consequently, only the four crystal orientations displayed in Fig. 6 minimize the strain energy. ͑Here, the basal plane and the c axis are illustrated for each crystal orientation. The arrows indicate the direction of the rotation of the basal plane by 10.9°around the c axis.͒ These orientations are related to each other by mirror-reflection and rotation symmetries, i.e., the basal plane of MnAs is rotated around the c axis in such a way that the crystals are identical when the layer is rotated by 180°in the surface plane. However, this symmetry is broken in the actual MnAs layers, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 . We have identified that the two orientations shown by thick lines in Fig. 6 exist in reality. This absence of mirror-reflection symmetry with respect to the GaAs͓110͔ direction is the cause of the asymmetric RHEED pattern in Fig. 4 .
The elimination of the other two orientations shown by thin lines in Fig. 6 is driven by the bonding energy. The GaAs͑113͒ surface is polarized in the GaAs͓332͔ direction, see the ball-and-stick model of the primitive cell at the bottom of Fig. 1͑d͒ . Therefore, the atomic bonds at the layersubstrate interface are not identical between the two crystal orientations associated with each of the Ϯ42.7°tiltings despite their structural identity. The two orientations shown by the thick lines are indicated to become lower in energy than the other two due to the difference in the bonding energy. Similar selection of crystal orientation through bonding energy is known to occur for ͑1100͒-and ͑1101͒-oriented MnAs layers on GaAs͑001͒. Although the lattice period is the same, the c axis of MnAs is aligned along either the ͓110͔ or ͓110͔ direction of the substrate depending on the growth conditions ͑the so-called type-A and type-B orientations͒. 2, 3 The favored and disfavored orientations in Fig. 6 may, therefore, switch when, for instance, the stoichiometry of the amorphous MnAs layer is varied.
In general, high-index planes are not suitable for the growth plane due to their instabilities. The surface free energy is approximately given by the density of broken bonds. 18 Thus, a dense plane is generally stable as many bonds are formed within the surface plane, resulting in a small number of broken bonds that stick out of the surface plane. In Table I , we compare the areal density of Mn atoms in the ͑1100͒, ͑1120͒, ͑0001͒, ͑1101͒, and ͑2131͒ surfaces. Although the surface free energy of the high-index ͑2131͒ surface is thus expected to be high, we do not observe a facet formation during the MnAs growth. The absence of faceting may be attributed to a small diffusion on the MnAs surface, which is not surprising due to the low growth temperature.
B. Magnetic properties
As a confirmation of the unusual epitaxial orientation, we have examined the direction of the magnetic easy and hard axes using superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer. We show in Fig. 7 the dependence of magnetization on an external magnetic field H when the field is aligned along three in-plane directions. The C plane is the magnetic easy plane for bulk MnAs and so the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the structural domains is uniaxial. The magnetization curves when H ʈ ͓332͔ ͑solid line͒ and H ʈ ͓110͔ ͑dotted line͒ are interpreted as follows. The two structural domains provide identical contributions to magnetization in these cases. The magnetic field is inclined with respect to the magnetic easy axis by tilt = 48°and 42°when the field is along the ͓332͔ and ͓110͔ directions of the substrate, respectively. The magnetic moments thus flip at H = Ϯ H c0 / cos͑ tilt ͒, where H c0 is the coercive field when the field is in the direction of the magnetic easy axis. With further increasing ͉H͉, the magnetic moments are gradually oriented toward the direction of the field and so the magnetization increases steadily until saturation is reached. When the in-plane field is tilted by 45°from the ͓110͔ and ͓332͔ directions of the substrate, the field is nearly along the magnetic easy axis for one of the structural domains but approximately parallel to the magnetic hard axis for the other structural domain. Consequently, the magnetization curve is a superposition of the easy-and hard-axis behaviors, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 7 . Remanence is about half of the saturation magnetization, indicating that the volume fractions of the two domains are nearly the same. The variation in the magnetization characteristics with the direction of the external magnetic field thus evidences that there is no major contribution to the magnetization other than that from the crystal orientations shown in Fig. 6 .
The magnetic easy axes in the two structural domains associated with the coexisting c-axis orientations are not orthogonal to each other. The magnetic dipole interactions between these domains are thus anticipated to be unconventional due to the plausible geometrical frustrations. 19 The coupling of an in-plane magnetization to an out-of-plane component has been demonstrated to be useful for magnetologic operations. 20 The unusual inclination angle between the magnetic moments in the ͑2131͒-oriented MnAs layer may provide a new functionality for magnetologic devices, for instance, multilevel logics.
V. OVERGROWTH ON CORRUGATIONS
Let us finally remark on MnAs overgrowth on patterned substrates. The layer shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ exhibits an additional stripe pattern which is orthogonal to the stripe of ␣-and ␤-MnAs, as shown by the atomic-force micrograph in Fig. 8͑a͒ . The short-period stripe is a remnant of the corrugations that are characteristic for the GaAs͑113͒A surface. 21 Similar stripes on the GaAs͑113͒B surface are clearly visible in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑d͒ . The line scan plotted in Fig. 8͑b͒ shows that the amplitude of the short-period height modulation is 0.5-1.0 nm. Therefore, the original corrugations on the GaAs͑113͒ surface are seen to be almost completely preserved even after the overgrowth of a 50-nm-thick MnAs layer. 22 In as-grown MnAs layers on GaAs͑331͒B, the hysteresis loops in the magnetization and resistance around T C associated with the first-order phase transition are drastically altered by initial thermal cycles. 23 The permanent alteration of the hysteresis loops is driven by the nonplanar phasetransition stress resulting from the zigzag shape of the step bunching that emerged on the GaAs͑331͒B surface during the growth of the GaAs buffer layer. We have confirmed that the corrugations on the GaAs͑113͒ surface do not give rise to such an alteration of the hysteresis loops. As the amplitude of the corrugations on the GaAs͑113͒ surface is about one order of magnitude smaller than that of the step bunching on the GaAs͑331͒ surface, the out-of-plane component of the phasetransition stress appears to be negligibly small.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have compared the MnAs layers on GaAs͑113͒A and GaAs͑113͒B grown by means of conventional molecular-beam epitaxy and solid-phase epitaxy. The layers grown on the A surface using solid-phase epitaxy have been found to be highly unusual. That is, the surface orientation is ͑2131͒ and the c axis of MnAs is tilted in the surface plane by about Ϯ42°with respect to the GaAs͓332͔ direction in an asymmetric manner. We have shown that the reduction in the strain energy is responsible for the generation of such a low-symmetry crystal orientation. The bonding energy gives rise to a partial absence of the symmetries among the coexisting crystal orientations due to the in-plane polarization in the GaAs͑113͒ surface. The strain-favored epitaxial orientation is not realized when MnAs layers are grown on the B surface, indicating that the energy associated with the atomic bonding at the heterointerface is more important on the B surface than on the A surface. In order to clarify the role of the bonding energy, first-principle calculations are needed. The calculations are demanded to reproduce the consequences of the bonding energy in both the missing symmetries and the difference in generating the lowsymmetry ͑2131͒ orientation between the A and B surfaces of GaAs͑113͒.
